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Magnetic nanoparticles �MNPs� possessing low Curie temperatures �TC’s� offer the possibility for
self-regulated heating of cancer cells, where the TC acts as an upper limit to heating to prevent
damage to neighboring healthy tissue. We report the synthesis of monodisperse metastable fcc
�-phase Fe–Ni MNPs possessing tunable TC’s, whose stoichiometries have been predicted from
metastable extensions to an equilibrium Fe–Ni phase diagram. Metastable alloys have been
predicted within the constructs of the T0 construction in the Fe–Ni eutectoid phase diagram. Fe–Ni
MNPs have been synthesized via chemical reduction in Fe- and Ni-precursors with stoichiometries
ranging from Fe90Ni10 to Fe70Ni30. Mn-precursors have been added to further reduce the alloy’s TC.
MNP morphology and structure have been confirmed by x-ray diffraction and transmission electron
microscopy while magnetic properties were investigated using vibrating sample magnetometry.
Fe70Ni30 MNPs were found to have a TC of 82 °C and specific magnetization of 66 emu/g. Addition
of 1 wt % Mn to Fe75Ni25 reduced the TC to 78 °C, which is the lowest reported for fcc Fe–Ni
alloys. We also report a model for radio frequency self-regulated heating, in which the maximum
achievable temperature of water-MNP suspensions �TC�100 °C� or octyl ether-MNP suspensions
�TC�100 °C� is approximately the TC of the MNPs suspended in the solution. © 2010 American
Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3348738�

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic properties of 3d-transition metal alloys have
been extensively studied for the last 70 years; however, little
is known about the metastable extension of the fcc gamma-
phase in the iron-rich region of the iron-nickel �FeNi� phase
diagram at low temperatures. By extending the known com-
positional dependence of Curie temperature �TC� for the fcc
�-phase at high Ni concentrations, we expect metastable
�-FeNi alloys to have low TC’s in the Fe-rich region of the
phase diagram, making it suitable for self-regulated radio
frequency �rf� heating in cancer hyperthermia. Hyperthermia,
a mode of cancer treatment referring to the heating of tumor
regions to 42–46 °C for an extended period of time, has
been explored as a means to enhance the effects of conven-
tional chemotherapeutic agents and radiation. It is well-
known that the vascular system is poorly developed in can-
cerous tissue and has a lower thermal resistance than healthy
tissue; therefore magnetic nanoparticles �MNPs� have been
examined as point sources for localized heating of cancer
tissue, to minimize the effects on healthy tissue.1,2

Under a nonbioinvasive rf magnetic field, MNPs in fer-
rofluids dissipate heat via Néel and Brownian relaxation
losses.3 Losses are diminished at the TC of a ferromagnetic
material providing an upper limit to the maximum tempera-
ture achieved through heating.4 If the TC is brought near the
desired maximum temperature, the heating can be self-
regulating and thus minimally invasive. In prior work,3 it has

been shown that the largest heating rate in ferrofluids is
achievable for metallic nanoparticles having the largest satu-
ration inductions suggesting FeCo MNPs for use in hyper-
thermic heating.5 FeCo, however, has a large Curie tempera-
ture. To exploit self-regulated heating in materials with TC’s
near hyperthermic temperatures, other alloys must be ex-
plored.

Some research has shown that low TC’s are achievable
for Fe-rich compositions of fcc �-FeNi alloys at low
temperatures.6 Because this phase is metastable at low tem-
peratures in this region of the phase diagram, we have an-
nealed samples to 800 °C and rapidly quenched in order to
stabilize the �-phase. We report the synthesis of phase pure
fcc �-FeNi with compositions ranging from Fe90Ni10 to
Fe70Ni30 as well as the reduction in TC by varying stoichi-
ometries.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

FexNi1−x nanoparticles were prepared by chemical re-
duction in iron �III� acetylacetonate and nickel �II� acetylac-
etonate by 1,2-hexadecanediol in the presence of oleic acid
and oleylamine �all chemicals were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich�. In a typical procedure, molar ratios of iron �III�
acetylacetonate and nickel �II� acetylacetonate were added to
a 100 ml three-neck round bottom flask with a mechanical
stirrer and mixed with 25 ml dioctyl ether. After purging with
high-purity argon for 20 min at room temperature, the flask
was heated to 130 °C for 15 min and then heated to 285 °C
for 30 min followed by cooling. The black product was pre-a�Electronic mail: kmcnerny@andrew.cmu.edu.
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cipitated by addition of ethanol followed by centrifugation.
Mn-containing FexNi1−x nanoparticles were prepared via the
same technique while also adding Mn �III� acetylacetonate to
the starting materials.

To reduce the oxide shell that forms during synthesis,
nanoparticle powder and tantalum turnings, which act as an
oxygen-getter, were sealed under vacuum of �175 torr in a
quartz tube. The tube was heated to 800 °C in 1 h, main-
tained at 800 °C for 1 h, and quenched in a cold-water bath.

Powder x-ray diffraction �XRD� was collected using a
Rigaku powder diffractometer. Data was collected from 20°
to 100° 2� in 0.05° steps with a scan rate of 1.5°/min. The
instrument was operated at 35 kV and 25 mA using mono-
chromatic Cu K� radiation. A rough mean particle size was
determined from broadening of the �111� peak by using
Scherrer’s equation.

Particle size evaluation and structural characterization
were performed using a JEOL 2000EX transmission electron
microscope �TEM�. Selected area diffraction �SAED� was
used to identify crystalline phases in the nanoparticles and
confirm the presence of the fcc �-phase. Samples for TEM
analysis were prepared by passing a carbon coated Cu TEM
grid through a monolayer of hexane dispersed nanoparticles
floated over ethanol. Grids were allowed to dry in air at room
temperature.

Magnetic measurements were obtained using a Lake-
shore vibrating sample magnetometer equipped with a fur-
nace that can operate to 1300 K. M versus T measurements
were performed in an external field of 500 Oe. For heating
experiments, Fe–Ni MNPs were suspended in dioctyl ether
for MNPs having TC�100 °C and in water for TC

�100 °C. MNP suspensions were placed in the center of a rf
coil and exposed to an alternating magnetic field of H
=540 Oe and f=280 kHz, which is less than the maximum
combination of field and frequency for nonbioinvasive appli-
cations �H�f�6.1�106 Oe /s�.7

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

XRD patterns for synthesized MNPs before and after
annealing are shown in Fig. 1�a�. X-ray analysis reveals that

the as-prepared MNPs are predominantly the spinel ferrite,
�Fe,Ni�3O4. After annealing, however, it is evident that the
oxide has been reduced by the oxygen-getter, and the fcc
�-phase is formed. Lattice parameter calculations reveal that
as iron-content increases, the unit cell size increases �Table
I�.

Power loss has been shown to be dependent upon par-
ticle size, and optimal power losses are only achieved in a
narrow range of particle sizes, though this is predicted to be
less important for self-regulated heating.3 X-ray analysis
confirms particle coarsening as annealing time was in-
creased. Control over annealing time was used to achieve
optimal particle sizes that are expected to yield the largest
volumetric power loss. A volumetric power loss of 2
�109 W /m3 can be estimated for �-FeNi MNPs with a
mean particle size of about 46 nm. Magnetic parameters
�Md=727 kA /m and K=600 J /m3� used to calculate volu-
metric power losses for varying particle sizes were taken
from Refs. 8 and 9, respectively.

Figure 1�b� shows a typical TEM image of monodisperse
as-prepared FeNi / �Fe,Ni�3O4 nanoparticles with either a
spherical or faceted morphology. Nanoparticles are monodis-
perse with a mean size distribution of 12.2 nm and standard
deviation of 0.73 nm. SAED was used to confirm the
gamma-phase in as-prepared nanoparticles, as shown in Fig.
1�c�. Annealing results in coarsened nanoparticles having a
thin adherent �Fe,Ni�3O4 oxide shell with an average thick-
ness of about 2 nm. The mean particle size observed from
TEM is smaller than that calculated using Scherrer’s equa-

FIG. 1. �a� XRD patterns of as-prepared FeNi nanoparticles with substantial oxidation �bottom� and annealed Fe80Ni20 nanoparticles �top� �labeled peaks
correspond to fcc �-Fe80Ni20 and asterisks correspond to �Fe,Ni�3O4�; �b� TEM images of monodisperse as-prepared FeNi nanoparticles; and �c� correspond-
ing SAED pattern �rings are indexed to gamma-FeNi�.

TABLE I. Dependence of alloy composition on lattice parameter.

Alloy composition �Fe:Ni�
Lattice parameter

�Å�

75:25 3.5895
80:20 3.5948
85:15 3.5987
86:14 3.6023
88:12 3.6043
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tion from the XRD data.10 This is consistent with previous
comparisons of particle sizes inferred from different struc-
tural probes.11

Hysteresis loops measured at room temperature from
�10 to 10 kOe are shown in Fig. 2�a� for varying composi-
tions. The specific magnetization was shown to increase with
increasing Fe-content from 80 emu/g for Fe70Ni30 to 100
emu/g for Fe80Ni20 to 117 emu/g for Fe88Ni12. This is ex-
pected as Fe has a larger atomic magnetic dipole moment
than Ni.

The spontaneous magnetization was measured as a func-
tion of temperature, as shown in Fig. 2�b�. The Curie tem-
perature TC was determined by extrapolating M3 to zero
when M3 is plotted with respect to temperature.12 The spon-
taneous magnetization M is often observed to scale as
�TC-T�	 with a critical exponent, 	=1 /3.12 The TC was mea-
sured to be 112 °C for nominal Fe84Ni16 and 82 °C for
nominal Fe75Ni25. Mn was added to further reduce the TC of
Fe–Ni nanoparticles. The TC for Mn-containing Fe75Ni25

nanoparticles was measured to be 78 °C for our nominal
�Fe75Ni25�99Mn1.

There is some uncertainty in the composition of as-
prepared nanoparticles due to the presence of an Fe-rich ox-
ide layer. Iron tends to oxidize more rapidly than nickel, and
therefore the oxide will tend to be more Fe-rich, leaving the
stoichiometry of the metal core to be more Ni-rich than sto-
ichiometries of initial metal-precursors.

An example of a heating profile for Mn-containing
Fe–Ni nanoparticles is shown in Fig. 2�c�. Nanoparticle sus-
pensions heat until the solution exceeds the TC at which
point heating slows and is self-regulated just above of the

TC. An oscillating behavior can be seen in the heating profile
as this temperature is reached, where the nanoparticles
switch from ferromagnetic to paramagnetic and back to fer-
romagnetic as the solution temperature heats above and then
cools below the TC.
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